The Search Angel

As the owner of the upscale childrens
boutique Pretty Baby, Eleanor Sweet is
surrounded by gleaming strollers, organic
cotton onesies and round-bellied expectant
mothers. Its a serene atmosphere of new
beginnings but for the sounds of punk and
funk coming from the graffiti-splattered
new record shop next door and Eleanors
fierce desire for a baby of her own. Her
wish for a child is finally granted in the
form of Lily, an abandoned baby en route
from Korea. But Eleanors husband
unexpectedly backs out, and the adoption is
at risk.Orphaned as a young woman herself
and determined to give Lily the family she
deserves, Eleanor hires Isabelle, a search
angel, to find her own birth mother. What
Eleanor discovers about love and family
isnt what she expects but gives a new
understanding of what it means to be a
mother.Praise for The Search AngelIn The
Search Angel, Tish Cohen explores how
the things one desires most are often linked
inextricably to our pasts. Eleanor Sweets
pursuit of adoption and the search for her
own birth parents is told with compassion,
humour, and intelligenceall the ingredients
you look for in the best of books.
Catherine McKenzie, author of HiddenThe
Search Angel is not only beautifully
written and populated with achingly real
characters, it also strikes a delicate balance
between incisive humour and the sadness
and joy that are the inevitable by-product
of love. Susan Juby, author of The
Woefield Poultry CollectiveThe Search
Angel is a page-turner. I could not put it
down, and those are the only cliches you
will read with regards to this book.
Eleanor, an adoptee in the process of
getting her own child, a feisty search angel
who helps find Eleanor find her birth
mother and a depressed Great Dane are just
some of the rich characters that you will be
glad you invited into your home. A funny,
sad, touching and original story that
shouldnt be missed. Why are you wasting
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time reading this blurb? Read The Search
Angel. Youll be glad you did. Colin
Mochrie, actor and comedianMove over
Jodi Picoult The Globe and Mail

- 31 sec - Uploaded by HarperCollinsCanadaBestselling author Tish Cohen returns with a story of one womans love for
her child and the While we can certainly sympathize, having been exposed to our own similar experiences during
several adoptee searches, we encourage those who need moreAdoption Search Angels, Saint Louis, MO. 262 likes 1
talking about this 10 were here. Adopted Adults, Birth Mothers, Birth Fathers and more we helpSo where does one start
on this journey? The realization of wanting to know of your birth family is a mixture of feelings and thoughts depending
on your How one online search group is working to connect adoptees with their origins.The below Angels will aid in
your search for your missing person. If you would like to be included as a Search Angel, and are a free searcher, write
us!A search angel is a person who volunteers his or her time and energy to help you find your family. They can be used
by an adoptee and a birth family. Most sOur Volunteers Our volunteer genealogists earn their wings everyday helping
adoptees find their birth family members.Search Angel [Mark Nykanen] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A
riveting suspense thriller about the reuniting of birth mothers with theirContact Reach out for guidance or direct
assistance on your search.Privacy Policy As well as our terms and conditions for assisting with your search.Words
cannot express enough thanks to Search Angels and the help of Lisa Freeman in finding my birth parents. Lisa was an
absolute jewel to work with andAdoption Search Angels volunteer their time and talents to help families separated by
adoption find each other. They seek answers for a birth mother or an - 1 min - Uploaded by spokeoKnown as Texas
Search Angel, Connie was adopted from the Texas state foster care system at Search angels are volunteers who offer
certain kinds of search help without charge. Generally, they are not professional detectives or people The Search Angel
firmly delivers exactly what has come to be expected from a writer with the storytelling talent of Tish Cohen.ADOPTEe
Searches. The main purpose of our site is to assist adoptees on their search for their birth family. We always have at least
fifty open cases at a time My name is Joel Chambers. I am an active search angel or search assistant for adoptees and
birth parents. For most of my life I have been aEditorial Reviews. About the Author. TISH COHEN is the author of both
YA and adult novels, The Search Angel - Kindle edition by Tish Cohen. Download itStart by marking The Search
Angel as Want to Read: Bestselling author Tish Cohen returns with a story of one womans love for her child and the
courage it gives her to face her biggest fear. Anais Nin quote from Oprahs website inspired Tish Cohen to write her first
adult The Search Angel firmly delivers exactly what has come to be expected from a writer with the storytelling talent
of Tish Cohen.
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